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Question: What are the psychometric properties of outcome measurement tools for assessing pain

interference in children, adolescents and young adults with chronic pain and the inability to self
report?

PICO
Population: Inclusion criteria:

1. Children, adolescents and adults (older than 2 years of age)
2. Experiencing chronic pain lasting longer than 3 months or longer than the expected time to
heal
3. Individuals are unable to self report
Exclusion:

Intervention:1.Exposure
(quantitative
- association)
Children less
than 2 years
of age where self report is not developmentally appropriate
2. Individuals experiencing acute or procedural pain
Pain interference measures validated for use with individuals with chronic pain (>3 month duration, or longer
than the expected time to heal), and able to be used in individuals who cannot self report, will be identified.
Pain interference is defined as the measure of the extent to which pain hinders engagement with physical,
cognitive, emotional and recreational activities, as well as sleep and enjoyment in life. We are particularly
interested in the feasibility/clinical utility of using these tools in with individuals who are unable to self report
Comparator:
Comparator
(quantitative
- effectiveness)
due to communication
impairment
and/or cognitive
impairment.

Inclusion:
There is no comparator/control groups in this review
- Pain interference assessment measures containing a subscale which includes pain interference with daily
living as a primary or secondary focus, with established psychometric properties
- Can include observational tools, clinical rating scales and proxy report scales

Outcome:
Outcome & Context (comprehensive)
Exclusion:
1. Pain identified in the article does not align with chronic pain as defined in this study (eg. acute pain,
procedural
Context: pain)
2.
Assessment
did not
measure
painmethods
interference
as a
primary or assessment
secondary focus
This
systematictool
review
focuses
on what
of pain
interference
are available for use with
3.
Psychometric
properties
werepain
unreported
the pain
assessment
tool setting,
and/or the
tool was
children
and adults
with chronic
and thefor
inability
to self
report in any
for assessment
example in the
not
validated
community
or in a hospital.
4. The assessment tool was not available in English
5.
The assessment tool is administered via self report
Outcomes:
Identification of chronic pain assessment tools that may be used with children and adults who have chronic
pain and the inability to self report

Psychometric properties of the measurement tools per the COSMIN taxonomy of measurement properties,
including assessing for risk of bias of the included studies
Evaluation of the quantity and quality of tools available for the population of interest

Please download, fill in, save and email this form to: jbisynthesis@adelaide.edu.au
Risk of Bias:
The methodological quality of each study will be assessed according to the "COSMIN Risk of Bias tool to
assess the quality of studies on reliability or measurement error of outcome measurement instruments” and
the “COSMIN risk of bias checklist for PROMs”.

